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Esther, Xerxes is sure he has a second chance at
The Things We Do for Love Margot Early

happiness. In her wildest dreams, Esther could

2009-02-01 The man Mary Anne Drew wants is

never have imagined that she would end up as

marrying someone else! So to win him back, she

queen of Persia. Yet she knows better than to

buys a love potion. Mary Anne's not convinced

become complacent. Another of Xerxes's wives is

spells and potions work, but still, she has to do

vying for position, and his closest advisor has a deep

something. Too bad the wrong man—aka Graham

and dangerous grudge against Esther's adoptive

Corbett—drinks it. Then strange things begin to

father. Caught in the middle of palace politics,

happen…. Graham has never shown any interest in

Esther will find herself in an impossible position:

Mary Anne. In fact, their arguments are legendary.

risk her life or consign her people to annihilation.

But now Graham is acting anything but hostile!

With her impeccable research and her imaginative

Could the potion really work? Or was Mary Anne

flair, Jill Eileen Smith brings to life the romantic,

looking for love in the wrong place all along?

suspenseful, and beloved story of Esther, queen of

The Mary/Martha Principles Tommy Tenney

Persia.

2007-06-01 We must learn to work like Martha and

Chosen Ginger Garrett 2010 Esther, a beautiful

worship like Mary. It is essential that we do not do

young Jewish woman, is captured and becomes the

one to the exclusion of the other. It takes the loving

wife of the Persian king, Xerxes, but when she

service of Martha and the adoring prayers of Mary

discovers the king's plan to commit genocide against

to complete the full ministry of the Body of Christ

her people she knows she must act.

in this

The Tale of Sinuhe and Other Ancient Egyptian

Star of Persia Jill Eileen Smith 2020-03-03 In an

Poems, 1940-1640 BC 1998 "This anthology contains

effort to complete a war his father had planned to

all the substantial surviving works from the golden

win, King Xerxes calls every governor, satrap, and

age of Ancient Egyptian fictional literature

official in his vast kingdom to his palace in Susa to

(c.1940-1640 B.C.). Composed by an anonymous

strategize and feast. When they finally leave, he

author in the form of a funerary autobiography, the

decides on one more week of frivolity, which ends

Tale tells how the courtier Sinuhe flees Egypt at

in the banishment of his favorite wife, something

the death of his king. His adventures bring wealth

he never intended to do. But when he discovers

and happiness, but his failure to find meaningful life
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abroad is only redeemed by the new king's

The Road Home Tommy Tenney 2008-10-01 For

sympathy, and he finally returns to the security of

Las Vegas widow Naomi, memories of a

his homeland. Other works from the Middle

Pennsylvania Dutch childhood are an ache from the

Kingdom include a poetic dialogue between a man

distant past, a painful memory of abandoned roots

and his soul on the problem of suffering and death, a

and lost connections. She has long since reconciled

teaching about the nature of wisdom which is

herself to the shattered dreams that had enticed her

bitterly spoken by the ghost of the assassinated King

from her heritage and now simply lives in a tiny

Amenemhat I, and a series of light-hearted tales of

apartment, thick with loneliness and regret. Her

wonder from the court of the builder of the Great

sole consolation is her daughter-in-law Ruth. But

Pyramid."--Jacket.

when hard living claims both of her boys, the two

God's Favorite House Tommy Tenney 2003 If God

women turn Naomi's creaky Impala eastward in a

were ever to get "homesick" for any of the houses

desperate, last-chance bid for hope and meaning.

of worship on earth, where would that be? What

Thus begins a cross-country odyssey that brings her

events at that location would provoke the eternal

home to her old farm in Lancaster County--and to

mind of God to label that house as His favorite-to

the values and rhythms of a life once spurned.

forever memorialize it in His own memory? Man

Although the East is foreign territory, Ruth also

seeks God encounters at what he calls "God's house,"

finds a home here among the slow and authentic

but God seeks man encounters at what He calls

cadences of Pennsylvania farm country. And she

"man's house." Remember the names? "Moses'

finds love...

Tabernacle," "David's Tabernacle," "Solomon's

Terror in the Night Jack Nelson 1996 In 1966 the

Temple"? God has searched the earth for intimate

Ku Klux Klan launched a second front in the South,

worship since the Garden of Eden. What would

this one against Mississippi's small enclaves of Jews.

happen if the ancient patterns and old blueprints

Well assimilated within the white population, Jews

were rediscovered? What if the anointed practices

had been diffident about voicing support of black

were refreshed and restored? If we could "rebuild"

civil rights. When violence erupted and Jewish

that house, would He "revisit"? With the landscape

voices began crying out for action, the Klan

littered with multi-million dollar steeples piercing

scapegoated Jews in a campaign of terror. Jack

God's atmosphere and stained windows coloring His

Nelson, himself a Mississippian and in the 1960s

sunshine, it would seem that the choice of His

Atlanta bureau chief for the Los Angeles Times, had

favorite house would be elaborate. Prepare to be

lost no time in coming home to write page-one

surprised as you discover God's Favorite House.

reports on the civil rights struggle. In Terror in the

This expanded version of God's Favorite House, by

Night he re-creates the chilling experiences of

best selling author Tommy Tenney, includes the

investigating the Klan's campaign against the Jews.

never before released Study Guide.

He reports on the bombing of a Jackson synagogue,

Hadassah Tommy Tenney 2004-01-01 Brings to life

the dynamiting of a rabbi's house, and the Klan's

the story of Hadassah, a beautiful peasant girl who,

marking select Mississippi Jews for execution. He

after chosen to become Esther, queen of Persia,

reports how law enforcement's clandestine

gains favor with the king and saves her people.

investigations, bankrolled by Mississippi Jews,

God Chasers for Teens Tommy Tenney 2002

helped bag the terrorists in a nearly disastrous

Geared to teens and young adults, this book charts a

shootout.

path for readers who want to know and experience

The Paper Palace Miranda Cowley Heller

God. "God Chasers for Teens" is great for students,

2021-07-06 REESE'S BOOK CLUB PICK

youth groups, and the future church.

LONGLISTED FOR THE 2022 WOMEN'S PRIZE
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FOR FICTION INSTANT #1 NEW YORK TIMES

when she hears the sound of his deep voice as he

BESTSELLER THE PAPER PALACE IS: “Filled

reads the Torah. And she hopes that he will visit

with secrets, love, lies and a summer beach house.

Mordecai soon to present a betrothal request. Then,

What more could you ask?”—Parade “A deeply

an upheaval in King Xerxes's palace changes

emotional love story…the unraveling of secrets, lies

everything. Queen Vashti has been banished and an

and a very complex love triangle.” —Reese

edict goes out for all qualified young virgins

Witherspoon (Reese’s Book Club July ’21 Pick)

throughout the empire to be taken to the palace as

"Nail-biting." —Town & Country “A magnificent

he searches for a new queen. Fear strikes in the

page-turner.” —Cynthia D’Aprix Sweeney, New

hearts of many, including Mordecai, as he realizes

York Times bestselling author “[An] irresistible

Hadassah will be taken. To hide her identity as a

placement of a complicated family in a bewitching

Jew, he tells her to go by the name of Esther. Since

place.” —The New York Times A story of summer,

he works as a record-keeper at the king's gates, he

secrets, love, and lies: in the course of a singular day

can keep tabs on how she is doing. Hadassah: Queen

on Cape Cod, one woman must make a life-

Esther of Persia imagines what life was like for the

changing decision that has been brewing for

woman who saved her people--and perhaps found

decades. “This house, this place, knows all my

love in the process.

secrets.” It is a perfect August morning, and Elle, a

Hadassah Tommy Tenney 2005-01-01 Bestselling

fifty-year-old happily married mother of three,

author Tommy Tenney expands the extraordinary

awakens at “The Paper Palace”—the family summer

story of Esther like no novelist has done before.

place which she has visited every summer of her

Both a thriller and a Jewish woman's memoir,

life. But this morning is different: last night Elle

Hadassah takes readers to ancient Persia (now

and her oldest friend Jonas crept out the back door

known as Iraq), into the inner sanctum of the palace

into the darkness and had sex with each other for

and back out into the war zones of battle and

the first time, all while their spouses chatted away

political intrigue. This gripping drama of a simple

inside. Now, over the next twenty-four hours, Elle

peasant girl chosen over many more qualified

will have to decide between the life she has made

candidates to become Esther, Queen of Persia,

with her genuinely beloved husband, Peter, and

captures the imagination and fires the emotions of

the life she always imagined she would have had

men and women alike.

with her childhood love, Jonas, if a tragic event

The Victim Saul Bellow 2010-11-30 "The best novel

hadn’t forever changed the course of their lives. As

to come out of America—or England—for a

Heller colors in the experiences that have led Elle

generation." —V.S. Pritchett, The New York

to this day, we arrive at her ultimate decision with

Review of Books A Penguin Classic In this unique

all its complexity. Tender yet devastating, The

noir masterpiece by the incomparable Saul Bellow, a

Paper Palace considers the tensions between desire

young man is sucked into the mysterious, heat-

and dignity, the legacies of abuse, and the crimes

filled vortex of New York City. Asa Leventhal, a

and misdemeanors of families.

temporary bachelor with his wife away on a visit to

Hadassah, Queen Esther of Persia Diana Wallis

her mother, attempts to find relief from a Gotham

Taylor 2019-07-02 One of the great heroines of the

heat wave, only to be accosted in the park by a

Old Testament, Hadassah was a beautiful, graceful

down-at-the-heels stranger who accuses Leventhal

young woman who put her faith in God and her

of ruining his life. Unable to shake the stranger

guardian, her cousin Mordecai. She dreams of

loose, Leventhal is led by his own self-doubts and

marrying Shamir, a tall, handsome, studious young

suspicions into a nightmare of paranoia and fear.

man who is the rabbi's son. Her heart beats faster

This Penguin Classics edition features an
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introduction by National Book Award winner

2001-01 This guide is distinctively designed to help

Norman Rush. For more than seventy years,

the reader develop the principles set forth in the

Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic

book. Explore further, practical ways of balancing

literature in the English-speaking world. With

worship to the Lord with service to fellow man.

more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a

One Night with the King Tommy Tenney 2005-02

global bookshelf of the best works throughout

Breathing life into the incredible story of Esther,

history and across genres and disciplines. Readers

this painstakingly researched book shows how she

trust the series to provide authoritative texts

became queen of Persia. Now in a new movie

enhanced by introductions and notes by

edition!

distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as

The God Chasers Tommy Tenney 1999-02-28 A

well as up-to-date translations by award-winning

God chaser is a person whose passion for God's

translators.

presence presses him to chase the impossible in

The Birth of Venus Sarah Dunant 2004-11-30

hopes that the uncatchable might catch him. A child

Alessandra Cecchi is not quite fifteen when her

chases a loving parent until, suddenly, the strong

father, a prosperous cloth merchant, brings a young

arms of the father enfold the chaser. The pursuer

painter back from northern Europe to decorate the

becomes the captive; the pursued the captor. Paul

chapel walls in the family’s Florentine palazzo. A

put it this way: "I chase after that I may catch that

child of the Renaissance, with a precocious mind

which apprehended me" (Phil. 3:12). Job was a God

and a talent for drawing, Alessandra is intoxicated

chaser. He said, "Oh that I knew where I might find

by the painter’s abilities. But their burgeoning

Him!" David was one; he said, "My soul followeth

relationship is interrupted when Alessandra’s

hard after Thee." Paul was one too: "That I may

parents arrange her marriage to a wealthy, much

know Him..." The passionate paths of God chasers

older man. Meanwhile, Florence is changing,

can be traced across the pages of history from Moses

increasingly subject to the growing suppression

the stutterer, David the singer, and Paul the

imposed by the fundamentalist monk Savonarola,

itinerant preacher, to contemporaries like A.W.

who is seizing religious and political control.

Tozer, Leonard Ravenhill, and countless others who

Alessandra and her native city are caught between

share one common bond: an insatiable hunger to

the Medici state, with its love of luxury, learning,

know their Lord. These are people whose

and dazzling art, and the hellfire preaching and

relentless, passionate pursuit of Christ often made

increasing violence of Savonarola’s reactionary

them appear foolish in the eyes of others. Yet,

followers. Played out against this turbulent

having tasted His goodness and glimpsed the

backdrop, Alessandra’s married life is a misery,

invisible, they could be satisfied with nothing less.

except for the surprising freedom it allows her to

Add your name to the list...become a God chaser.

pursue her powerful attraction to the young painter

Who know? You might be one whom He catches.

and his art. The Birth of Venus is a tour de force,

Moonblood (Tales of Goldstone Wood Book #3)

the first historical novel from one of Britain’s most

Anne Elisabeth Stengl 2012-04-01 A New Novel for

innovative writers of literary suspense. It brings

Fantasy Readers Young and Old Desperate to regain

alive the history of Florence at its most dramatic

the trust of his kingdom, Prince Lionheart

period, telling a compulsively absorbing story of

reluctantly banishes his faithful servant and only

love, art, religion, and power through the passionate

friend, Rose Red. Now she is lost in the hidden

voice of Alessandra, a heroine with the same

realm of Arpiar, held captive by her evil goblin

vibrancy of spirit as her beloved city.

father, King Vahe. Vowing to redeem himself,

Chasing God, Serving Man Tommy Tenney

Lionheart plunges into the mysterious Goldstone
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Wood, seeking Rose Red. In strange other worlds,

people, and situations begin to shift like pawns on a

Lionheart must face a lyrical yet lethal tiger, a

divine chessboard.

fallen unicorn, and a goblin horde on his quest to

Esther Rebecca Kanner 2015-11-03 From the

rescue the girl he betrayed. With the Night of

award-winning author of Sinners and the Sea comes

Moonblood fast approaching, when King Vahe seeks

a breathtaking new look into the timeless tale of

to wake the Dragon's sleeping children, Lionheart

Queen Esther, “a riveting tale of courage” (New

must discover whether or not his heart contains

York Times bestselling author Tosca Lee). A

courage before it's too late for Rose Red...and all

glittering Persian king has a vast empire that

those he loves.

reaches farther than where the sun meets the

The God Catchers Thomas Nelson 2002-10-06 Why

horizon. He is bathed in riches and commands a

do some believers experience genuine, life-

frightening military force. He possesses power

changing, personal revival while others don't? In

beyond any other mortal man and rules his

The God Catchers, the sequel to the phenomenal

kingdom as a god. Anything he desires, he has. Any

The God Chasers, Tommy explains the difference:

woman he wants, he possesses. Thousands of them.

"God in a sense plays hide and seek. But like a

Young virgins from all across his many lands. A

loving parent, He always makes sure He can be

Jewish girl is ripped from her hut by the king’s

found by those who take the time to look." Simply

brutish warriors and forced to march across

put, those who earnestly seek God rather than wait

blistering, scorched earth to the capital city.

for something to happen find Him. Full of biblical

Trapped for months in the splendid cage of the

and contemporary accounts of believers who chased

king’s palace, she must avoid the ire of the king’s

God and caught Him, The God Catchers will

concubines and eunuchs all while preparing for her

motivate readers to discover the joy of finding God

one night with the king. Soon the fated night

and having a loving relationship with Him.

arrives, and she does everything in her power to

God Chasers Tommy Tenney 2005 Does your heart

captivate the king and become his queen. But

yearn to have an intimate relationship with your

wearing the crown brings with it a new set of

Lord? Perhaps you long to draw closer to your

dangers. When a ruthless man plies the king’s ear

heavenly Father, but you don't know how or

with whispers of genocide, it is up to the young

where to start. The God Chasers Expanded Edition

queen to prevent the extermination of the Jews.

will help you begin a journey that will change

She must find the strength within to violate the

your life.

king’s law, risk her life, and save her people. This is

One Night With The King Tommy Tenney 2006

a story of finding hidden depths of courage within

Finding Favor With the King Tommy Tenney

one’s self. Of risking it all to stand up for what is

2004-12-01 Tenney takes readers to Esther's pre-

right. This is the story of Queen Esther.

Islamic Persia to uncover the secrets that helped her

Hadassah Tommy Tenney 2005-01 Teen-aged

win the heart and gain the ear of the king and save

Hadassah, a reluctant candidate for Queen of Persia,

her people from destruction. A Jewish girl of no

feels sorrow at leaving her family but she is eager

royal heritage was chosen to become the Queen of

to have a chance to protect her people from

Persia. Was it her beauty alone, or did she know an

persecution.

important and mysterious truth? Tenney challenges

King of the Wind Marguerite Henry 2001-06-01

his readers to move beyond formal petitions or even

Sham and the stable boy Agba travel from Morocco

"storming the gates of heaven" to that intimate

to France to England where, at last, Sham's majesty

embrace of worship where the bride's petitions

is recognized and he becomes the "Godolphin

move the King's heart and where kingdoms,

Arabian," ancestor of the most superior
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Thoroughbred horses.

He Chose the Nails Max Lucado 2012-01-03 The

Redeeming Love (Movie Tie-In) Francine Rivers

wood. The thorns. The nails. Christ's sacrifice has

2021-11-23 "Soon to be major motion picture"--

defined the very essence of mankind's faith for the

Cover.

past 2000 years. And now, Max Lucado invites you

Daughter of Venice Donna Jo Napoli 2002-05-14 In

to examine the cross, contemplate its purpose, and

1592, Donata is a noble girl living in a palazzo on the

celebrate its significance with He Chose the Nails.

Grand Canal. Girls of her class receive no education

With his warm, caring style, Max examines the

and rarely leave the palazzo. In a noble family, only

symbols surrounding Christ's crucifixion, revealing

one daughter and one son will be allowed to marry;

the claims of the cross and asserting that if they are

Donata, like all younger daughters, will be sent to a

true, then Christianity itself is true. The supporting

convent. Donata longs to be tutored like her

evidence either makes the cross the single biggest

brothers and to see the Venice she has glimpsed

hoax of all time, or the hope of all humanity

only on the map. What is the world beyond her

Finding Your Way Tommy Tenney 2008-01-11 In

balcony, beyond what she sees when she glides,

The Ultimate Comeback Tommy Tenney showed

veiled, in a gondola down the canal? She dresses as a

us how we can find restoration and healing after

boy and escapes the palazzo on the Grand Canal to

even the most egregious errors and from the most

see the world before she is shut away, and to try to

hopeless situations. In Tenny's new book, the

find a way to escape her fate. Donata risks

pilgrimage of Ruth and Naomi to Bethlehem is the

everything; she changes her life, and her family’s

springboard for Tenney's message which teaches

life, forever when she walks through the door and

that many of the things that go wrong in our lives

encounters a Venice she never knew existed.

can be resolved or even avoided by adopting some

Ulterior Motives (Covert Missions Book #3) Mark

very basic principles. We desperately need to

Andrew Olsen 2009-03-01 When an al-Qaida email

downsize, reprioritize, and sometimes even sacrifice

is intercepted, promising a New Year's Day attack

less important things in order to simplify our lives.

on America, it leads to the capture of the group's

In doing so, we become unfettered enough to see

leader. But even under fierce interrogation, the

more clearly where our priorities should lie. We

terrorist clings to his jihadist beliefs and resists

have the tendency to seek temporary satisfaction

divulging anything of the threat. Desperate, the

through a more convenient or more accommodating

Army resorts to a contingency paper that proposes

value system. We settle on whatever gives us

to break a subject's resistance by inducing a religious

permission to do what we want and to acquire what

conversion. One hitch: the top-secret attempt must

we desire. Ruth possessed the virtues of wisdom,

be masked as an offer of clemency, and must rely

faith, and trust; and employing these while

on a completely innocent mentor, a so-called

enduring personal crisis, she realized that the very

witness who is unaware of the project's true aims.

things she needed for inner strength and support

They find that witness in Greg Cahill, a disgraced

were her family traditions. What we find on this

FBI agent who has since turned to Christ and serves

journey is that these foundational tenets lead us

in a prison ministry. Lured by an offer of

down a path to a place of peace and contentment, to

restoration, as well as the lifting of a restraining

the Things that Really Matter.

order that's keeping him from seeing his son, Greg

A Lineage of Grace Francine Rivers 2012-11-21

begins an unlikely friendship with a man the entire

The complete biblical historical fiction compilation

country despises. Despite himself, he begins to share

by the New York Times bestselling author of

his faith--yet with a combustible result unforeseen

Redeeming Love and A Voice in the Wind. The

by either himself or his government handlers.

Bible is filled with inspiring stories of unlikely
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candidates God chose to change eternity. This

visiting Manzanar and standing in the windswept

bestselling compilation in one volume contains five

plains where over ten thousand internees were

novellas about such people—women in the family

once imprisoned, their voices cut off. I remember

tree of Jesus Christ. Tamar. Rahab. Ruth. Bathsheba.

how much I wanted to write a story that did right

Mary. Each was faced with extraordinary—even

by them. Hopefully this book delivers.”—Andrew

scandalous—challenges. But they had courage. They

Fukuda In 1935, ten-year-old Alex Maki from

lived daring lives. Sometimes they made

Bainbridge Island, Washington is disgusted when

mistakes—big mistakes. And yet God, in His infinite

he’s forced to become pen pals with Charlie Lévy of

mercy, used them to bring forth the Christ, the

Paris, France—a girl. He thought she was a boy. In

Savior of the world. Their stories still hold great

spite of Alex’s reluctance, their letters continue to

meaning and inspiration for us today. Tamar risked

fly across the Atlantic—and along with them, the

her life and her reputation to be the woman she

shared hopes and dreams of friendship. Until the

was called to be. See how God uses our

Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor and the growing

circumstances and our steps toward Him, however

Nazi persecution of Jews force them to confront the

faltering, to fulfill His plan. Rahab was exploited by

darkest aspects of human nature. From the

men who saw only her beauty, yet she held fast to

desolation of an internment camp on the plains of

her faith in God and was rewarded. Discover how

Manzanar to the horrors of Auschwitz and the

God seeks and finds those whose hearts are tender

devastation of European battlefields, the only thing

toward Him, no matter how far away they are.

they can hold onto are the memories of their letters.

Ruth’s loyalty, especially toward her mother-in-law

But nothing can dispel the light between them. At

Naomi, helped her to persevere in the face of

the Publisher's request, this title is being sold

tragedy, and God gave her a second chance at love.

without Digital Rights Management Software

Be encouraged that God will provide even when all

(DRM) applied.

hope seems lost. Bathsheba’s scandalous affair with

A Reluctant Queen Joan Wolf 2011-06-20 You've

David did not end in one night. Learn that God is

read it as a biblical tale of courage. Experience it

willing to restore those lost in the depths of despair

anew as a heart-stirring love story. She was a

who call out to Him. Mary is one of the most

simple girl faced with an impossible choice. He was

revered women in history. But first, she was an

a magnificent king with a lonely heart. Their love

ordinary woman striving to please God in the same

was the divine surprise that changed the course of

way that women still do today. When God spoke,

history. The beloved story of Esther springs to fresh

Mary responded in obedience which changed the

life in this inspired novel that vibrates with

world forever. Each novella includes an in-depth

mystery, intrigue, and romance. "Joan Wolf never

Bible study perfect for personal reflection or group

fails to deliver the best!" —Nora Roberts

discussion.

The Ultimate Comeback Tommy Tenney

This Light Between Us: A Novel of World War II

2008-12-21 Using biblical examples of how focusing

Andrew Fukuda 2020-01-07 Winner of the

on the wrong direction leads only to heartbreak,

American Library Association's Asian/Pacific

Tommy Tenney reveals that obedience alone brings

American Award for Literature For readers of The

true restoration of the soul, and then he explains

Librarian Of Auschwitz, This Light Between Us is

how to make right choices.

a powerfully affecting story of World War II about

The Daily Chase Tommy Tenney 2002-02-01

the unlikeliest of pen pals—a Japanese American

The Gilded Chamber Rebecca Kohn 2013-12-05 One

boy and a French Jewish girl—as they fight to

girl, one nation, one chance . . . Esther's story is one

maintain hope in a time of war. “I remember

of the most dramatic in the Bible: a renowned
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beauty, she used her feminine wiles to capture the

the king's palace, with no hope and no future.Will

heart of a king and so win the deliverance of her

Queen Esther and Mordecai be able to rescue Leah

people from the threat of death. The Gilded

from the "ash heap" of Persian royal tradition? And

Chamber creatively re-works the famous story to

even if they can, will Leah ever be able to truly

show us how this young girl came to be in the

love someone after all she has been through?

harem of King Xerxes and how her path to

Experiencing His Presence Thomas Nelson

womanhood enabled her to save a nation and find
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